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a relatively common condition seen in horses
es and is typically caused by obstruction of the
gus (food pipe) with food; occasionally a foreign
be involved e.g. wood or plastic. Fortunately
ses of choke resolve quickly and spontaneously
cases in which the obstruction lasts for longer
minutes are likely to require veterinary assistance.
ortant to note that this is not the same as the
atening condition in humans, where the term
refers to blockage of the windpipe rather than the
agus. This difference means that unlike humans,
with choke can still breathe.

Why do we need to worm?
Worms in excessive numbers cause many
gastrointestinal problems in horses, ponies and
donkeys. A combination of pasture management,
worm egg counts (WECs) and targeted worming will
ensure that these worm burdens are kept to a healthy
level and minimise the risk of disease.

WorMS can cauSe:

When to worm?
It is important that you discuss each
premises and horse needs with your
veterinary surgeon, so advice can be tailored
to individual circumstances.
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animals with a higher burden are treated,
whilst those with low counts are not wormed
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treatment for red worm larvae and tapeworm
• Don’t panic!
Choke is rarely life-threatening and
is still essential.
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min) and rectal temperature for several days.
and lactating mares and foals may
• ArrangePregnant
regular dental check-ups for your horse
only be treated with certain wormers. Discuss
to reduce the risk of choke as a result of a painful
this with your veterinary surgeon and always
mouth.
follow manufacturer’s recommendations.
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colic – medical and surgical;
weight loss and severe diarrhoea;
impactions (blockages);
poor growth of youngsters;
blockages in intestinal blood vessels;
hair loss/itching around the tail head.
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key PointS

•

Discuss a tailored worm control program with your
veterinary surgeon.

•

Ensure annual treatment for red worm larvae and
tapeworm.

•
•

Perform WECs counts every 3-4 months.
Maintain your paddocks well by dropping
collection at least twice weekly.
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Make a plan
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PaSture ManageMent

Any new horse/s on the premises should be
• Pasture dropping collection should be carried
wormed with a product that kills red worm
out at least twice weekly.
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larvae, tapeworm and
roundworm.
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Ensure every horse is dosed correctly
enough.
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Talk to your veterinary surgeon about a plan
for your premises. Ideally, review the system
yearly, particularly if there are any major
changes in yard management.

tyPeS oF WorMerS

(check Product Packaging For More
detailS)

ical signs:

Fenbendazole
• Will treat encysted small red worm larvae
culty/repeated attempts at
if used for 5 consecutive days, but some
lowing
resistance reported. Will also treat large and
small redworm and large round worm.
ching/arching of the neck
Pyrantel
ghing
• Can be used from 4 weeks old. Double
& saliva discharging from the nose
dose will treat tapeworm. Also treats adult
redworm and large roundworm.
oling
Ivermectin
nterest in food
• Treats mostAND
stages of redworm and
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• life-threatening
Not for use in foals <4months.
s this will make the blockage worse
• Don’t panic! Choke is rarely
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further information contact your local XLEquine practice:
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min) and rectal temperature for several days.
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to reduce the risk of choke as a result of a painful
e all at increased
risk.
the veterinary profession made up of independently owned,
progressive veterinary practices located throughout themouth.
United
Kingdom, members of XLEquine are committed to working
together for the benefit of all their clients.
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